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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET 6% Y, 2) = b, Y, ZI, . . . , z,) be a coordinate system of Rn+* at the origin, and 1; g: 
Rnt2 + R be analytic functions defined near the origin with f(0) = 0, g(0) = 0. For short- 
ness, we denote j”, = aflax, f, = df/ay, fi, = df/i? z i, and so on. Set j = a(g, f)/d(x, y), and 
H = H(g, f):R”+‘-+R”+’ the map defined by (x, y, z) tt (f; j, fi,, . . , fJ. We may 
suppose that J g and H are defined in B,, a sufficiently small closed ball of radius E and 
centered at the origin. We assume the following conditions on g and f: 
Condition (A): 
(i) the critical locus of g is in the zero locus of g in B,. 
(ii) g can be factored through the projection p: Rnf2 + R* defined by (x, y, z) H (x, y). 
i.e. there exists 3: RZ + R with g = SO p, or equivalently, ~g/aZi s identically zero for 
i=l , . , n. 
Condition (B): H = H(g, f) is a finite map of B,, or equivalently, 9 is not identically zero 
on any branch of the discriminant of pI FO. 
Here we use the following notations: 
Fd = f-‘(6)n B,, 
F,(g 2 0) = f-‘(d) n {g 2 0) n 4, 
Fdg > 0) = f-‘(4 n {g > 0) n 4, 
Fs(g _< 0) = f-‘(d) n {g I 0} n 4, 
and so on. In this paper we show (Theorem (4.1)) that 
deg H = -sign( -6)“(x(F,(g 2 0)) - x(F& _< O))}, 
where deg H is the Brouwer degree of H: B, + R”+* defined in [6], and x(X) is the Euler 
characteristic of X. 
Assume that n = 0. Then f defines a plane curve germ X at the origin. Let 
b, = the number of branches of X - (0) on which g is positive, and 
b_ = the number of branches of X - (0) on which g is negative. 
Since b+ - b- = 2(x@‘& 2 0)) - x(F6(g I O))), we get a formula on numbers of 
branches of X - (0). This is the plane curve case of Z. Szafraniec’s formula in [9]. 
Originally this formula was obtained by K. Aoki, T. Fukuda, and W.-Z. Sun [3] in the case 
g = x2 + y*. Their formula was generalized to a formula on numbers of branches of curves 
in (R”, 0) by K. Aoki, T. Fukuda, T. Nishimura, and Z. Szafraniec (Cl], [S], [9]). 
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The case n 2 1 and g = x our formula was proved in [4]. 
A proof presented here is a relative version of the argument of G. N. Khimshiashvili [S], 
V. I. Arnol’d [3], and C. T. C. Wall [lo]. We repeat it in the next section because of its 
importance. 
52. KHIMSHIASHVILI, ARNOL’D AND WALL’S ARGUMENT 
Let (x1, . . . , x,) be a local coordinate system of R” at the origin. Let f: R” -P R be an 
analytic function, defined near the origin, with f(0) = 0. We choose a sufficiently small ball 
B centered at the origin, and set V, = f- ‘(6) n B. If f defines an isolated singularity at the 
origin, then the map 
df= (aflax,, . . . ) &/ax,): (R”, 0) -, (R”, 0) 
is a finite map. G. N. Khimshiashvili, V. I. Arnol’d, and C. T. C. Wall showed the following: 
deg df= sign( -6)“(l - x( Va)). 
Proof: Let 6 be a suitably small positive number. By Morse theory, the relative Euler 
characteristic 
x(f-‘[-s,s]n~,f-‘(-6)nB)=n+ -n_, 
where n,, n_ denote the numbers of critical points of g in f- ’ [ -6, 61 n B of even, odd 
index, or equivalently the number at which dg has local degree + 1, - 1. Here we choose 
g to be a suitable perturbation of J; whose critical points are non-degenerate. Thus 
deg(df) = deg(dg) = n+ - n_. 
As f- ’ [ -6, S] n B is contractible, so has Euler characteristic 1, we deduce 
deg(df) = 1 - x(f-‘( -6) n B) = 1 - x(V_,). 
By changing the sign of f, we have 
( - l)“deg(dJ) = 1 - x(f- ‘(6) n B) = 1 - x(V,). I 
$3. LEMMA 
We return to the notation in $1. The lemmas presented here are essential for our proof of 
Theorem (4.1). 
LEMMA (3.1). Assume that Fd is nonsingular and p E Fd - g-‘(O). 
(i) ZfglFa has a critical point at p, then f,(p) # 0, or f,(p) # 0. 
(ii) The function glFa has a critical point at p, if and only if j(p) = 0, &(p) = 0, 
i=l,...,n. 
(iii) 1s g/F8 has a critical point at p, then f,(p) = 0 o g,(p) = 0, and f,(p) = 0 o 
SJP) = 0. 
(iv) The function g( Fb has a Morse critical point at p, if and only if j( p) = 0, &(p) = 0, 
i-l,..., n, and J(p) # 0. Here J is the Jacobian ofH, a(f, j, fz,, . . . , &)/8(x, y, 
21,. . . , &I). 
Proof: (i) Assume that f,(p) =f,(p) = 0. Since Fs is smooth, we have f,,(p) # 0 for some 
i with 1 I i < n. Say f,,(p) # 0. By the implicit function theorem, there is a function 
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qxR”+’ 3 (x, y, z’) H cp(x, y, z’) E R, defined in some domain, so that 
f(x, Y, $6 y, z’), z’) = 6, 
where z’ = (z2, . . , z,). We understand that (x, y, z’) gives a local coordinate system of F6 
at p. Since 8y/8zi = 0, i = 2, . , n, and p is a critical point of glF6, we then have p is in the 
critical locus of g, thus in the zero locus of g, It contradicts that p E Fb - g-‘(O). 
(ii) By (i), we may assume f”(p) # 0. Using the implicit function theorem again, there is 
a function $: R”+ ’ 3(x, z) w $(x, z) E R, defined in some domain, so that 
f‘(x, $(x, z), z) = 6. (1) 
Let us denote G(x, z) = g(x, $(x, z)). Differentiating (1) we obtain tiX = - fX/f,, and 
&, = - .fJfy . Thus 
G, = l 
f, 
and Z, G,=-F, i=l,..., n. (2) 
Y 
Since p is a critical point of glFa, G,(p) = G,<(p) = 0. Thus j(p) = 0. If &(p) # 0, then 
g,,(p) = 0. It implies g,(p) = 0, because j(p) = 0. Then p is in critical locus of g. This 
contradicts that p E Fa - g-l(O). 
(iii) Consequence of (L(P), f,(p)) Z (0, O), (g,(p), g,(p)) Z (0, O), and j(p) = 0. 
(iv) By (i), we may assume f,(p) # 0. The following lemma (3.2) implies (iv). I 
LEMMA (3.2). Under the above notations and suppositions, we have 
HessG = -$$$J at p. 
Y 
Here HessG denotes the Hessian of G. 
Proof: Differentiating (2) we have 
G,, = (j& - fxj,)/f,‘, 
GXZi = (j& - fiijY)/f,Z, 
G,iZ, = - .fA,f,s,lf ,‘> 
Then we have 
(modulo j) 
(modulo j) 
(modulo fi,), 
HessG = fy2@+l) 8x3 Y) @k> Y) 
W, .f) 
at p. 
___ -fiiz,fyg, 
a(zi2 Y) 
Expanding this along the first row and the first column, we see that the Hessian of G is 
!!P -(-lJnfn+3 qx y) Y Y 
Y ( ’ Awfg&;~~Aik ) I> 3 > 
where A is the determinant Ifr,ZkI, and Aik is the (i, k)-cofactor of A. Since fZi(p) = 0, this is 
equal to 
s;-’ -(wfn+3 $-$f,syA - C jZijZ,f$‘& . 
Y i,k > 
(3) 
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Next we remark that any element in the first column of the Jacobian J of H is zero at 
p excepting the first two. Thus, taking the Laplace expansion of the Jacobian of H along the 
first two rows, and using j(p) = 0, we obtain that 
Combining this with (3), we obtain the lemma. I 
LEMMA (3.3). Assume that F6 is nonsingular and p E Fd - g- ‘(0) is a Morse critical point 
of g( Fd. Then the followings hold. 
6) 
(ii) 
Suppose that g(p) > 0. Then, the function gJF6 has even (resp. odd) index at p, $and 
only if the map H has local degree -sign( -S)n (resp. sign( -6)“) at p. 
Suppose that g(p) < 0. Then, the function -gl F6 has even (resp. odd) index at p, if and 
only if the map H has local degree sign( -S)n (resp. -sign( -6)“) at p. 
Proof: We may assume that f,(p) # 0. Since sign(g,,/fv)(p) is equal to sign(g/f‘)(p), they 
are immediate consequences of (3.2). I 
$4. MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM (4.1). Suppose that f and g satisfy the conditions (A) and (B). Then 
degH = -sign( -G)“(x(Fs(g 2 0)) - x(F& IO))). 
ProoJ: Replacing f by a suitable perturbation of J if necessary, we can assume that the 
restriction of g to Fs is a Morse function except the zero locus of g. By Morse theory, the 
relative Euler characteristic 
x(F& 2 O), F6(g = 0)) = n+(g+) - n-(g+) 
(resp. x(F6(g I O), F6(g = 0)) = (- lY+‘(n+(g-) - n-(g-))f, 
where n+(g+), n_(g+) (resp. n+(g_), n_(g-)) denote the numbers of critical points of glFa in 
{g > 0} (resp. (g < 01) of even, odd index. 
By Lemma (3.3) we thus have 
degH = c {signJ(p), H(p) = (6, 0, . . , 0)) 
= -sign( -6)“(n+(g+) - n_(g+)) - signP(n+(g_) - n-(g_)) 
= -s&N -@“{x(F6(g 2 0)) - x(FG(g 5 0))). I 
Remark (4.2). We fix a function f and suppose that f satisfies the condition (B) for 
g = gij(i, j = 0, 1, 2), where gij = X’Y’ if (i, j) # (0, 0), and go0 = x2 + y 2. Set dij = 
-sign( -6)“deg H(gij>f), and cap = ~(F,(xctO, yfiO)), where c(, /I E { I, =, 2). Then, as 
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a consequence of the above fact, we get 
d 00 
d 10 
d 01 
d 20 
d 11 
d 02 
d 21 
d 12 
d 22 
= 
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -2 -2 2 
1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 -2 -2 -1 -1 2 
1 1 -1 -1 0 0 -2 2 0 
1 -1 1 -1 -2 2 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 -2 -2 -2 -2 4 
e,, 
es2 
ekl 
ell 
e,= 
es= 
e=, 
e=, 
e== 
Because d22 + do0 = d20 + do2, dij’s do not determine eE8’s. But, since this matrix has 
rank 8, dij’s and e== determine eE8’s. (Compare it with theorem (3.4) in [9].) 
Remark (4.3). Assume that gP ‘(0) # (0) near 0. Let us denote A+ (6) = (f 2 0, 
g = S} n B,, and A _ (6) = {f I 0, g = 6) n B,. By a deformation argument due to Milnor 
[7], A + (6) (resp. A + ( - 6), A _ (6), A + ( - 6)) is diffeomorphic to Fdg 2 0) (resp. F& I O), 
F_,(g 2 0), Ed(g I 0)) for suitably small positive E and 6. We thus obtain that 
-degH = (-l)“{x(A+(6)) - &f-(-6))} = XV+(@) - x(A-(-@), 
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